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MEDICAL HISTORY OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN WAR. 
By LIEUTENANT· COLONEL R: J. S. SIMPSON, C.M.G. 

Royal Army Medical COrp8. 

(Continued from p. 509). 

THE COMPOSITION OF THE ARMY IN SOUTH AFRICA.. 

TA.BLE A, compiled from the Appendices to the Report of the 
Royal War C<?mmission, shows the sources from which th~ Army in 
South Africa was derived and maintained. 

Excluding the South African Colonials, whose numbers are 
uncertain, a total of 370,983 men were sent to South Africa, in 
addition to the original garrison (on August 1st, 1899) of 9,622 men. 

It is impossible to distinguish accurately between the" seasoned" 
and" unseasoned" troops composing this force, but grouping them 
on broad lines, the following is probably the order of increasing 
susceptibility to epidemic disease of the components of the Army 
in South Africa:-

(1) Regulars and Volunteers from India. 
(2) Colonial Contingents and S.A.C. from Canada: garrison, 

South Africa. 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 

Regulars from the Colonies. 
Militia from the Colonies. 
Regular units from home to December 31, 1900. 
Regular units from home after December 31, 1900. 
Drafts of Regulars 
Militia Units and Drafts 
Imperial Yeomanry 
Volunteers 
Scottish Horse 
S.A.C. 

from home. 

There may be some difference of oplDlOn as to the exact 
sequence of the first six items, but the important point appears to 
be that the sources shown under (7) furnished a total of 205,803 
men, or more than half (55 per cent.) of the total number sent to 
the country, and whatever opinion may be held as to the relative 
susceptibility of the other groups, there is no doubt that this large 
proportion of the total strength was almost entirely without any 
acquired immunity against climatic disease. The only point of 
uncertainty here appears to be as to the number of men sent out as 
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622 Medical History of the South African War 

"~drafts," who had previously been in the country and returned to 
it after having been invalided home, often on account of enteric 
fever. 

The first year of the War, that is. up to the end of December, 
1900, is the most interesting and difficult in respect of the com
position of the force. Of 238,877 N.C.O.'s and men (including the 
garrison on August 1st, 1899) sent to South Africa up to December 
31st, 1900, 171,702 went out with formed units and 67,175 with 
drafts (vide Table B). 

Of the 171,702 who went out as formed units, 122,898 were 
regulars, and of these 42,957 belonged to the Army Reserve. Of 
the 67,175 who. went out in drafts, 62,325 were regulars, and of 
these at least 18,4141 belonged to the Army Reserve, while 13,014 
belonged to the Militia Reserve.' Thus there was during this period 
a considerable leaven of older men (35 per cent. excluding the 
Militia Reserve) less liable to epidemic disease. The supply of 
Reservists ceased in September, 1900. 

Up to the end of 1900 the main features were--the prepon
derance of the trained soldiers of the Regular Army (including many 
Reserve men) sent out in formed units; the addition of a large 
number of Militia (18,413 for the Line of Communication) and of 
a large number of Imperial Yeomanry and of Volunteers of a good 
stamp. 

As regards the Regular Forces, the drafts for the Cavalry and 
Artillery were generally of the normal composition as to age and 
serv~ce. For the Infantry, in addition to the normally qualified 
drafts, some immat.ure soldiers were sent (between May and June, 
1900) for duty with Militia on the Line of Communication.2 The 
minimum qualification for these" immature" men was three months' 
service and 18 years of age. For the other drafts the standard, 
"with a very few exceptions," was one year's service and 20 years of 
age, but about October, 1900, the service qualification was reduced 
to nine months, at least for some battalions. During the second 
year, "as the War appeared to be nearing a close," all available 
men irrespective of age, but over six months' service, belonging to 
reserve squadrons and depots of Cavalry regiments, which would 
be detained in South Africa on the termination of the War, were 
sent out. Similarly for the Infantry, all "details" of regiments 

1 Cavalry, Infantry and Artillery only, vide p. 87, Appendices, Royal War 
Commission. 

• p. 84, Appendix No. 5, Royal War Commission. 
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R. J. S. Simpson 623 

which were to remain in South Africa were sent out. It was 
stipulated in both these cases that these men, unqualified by age and 
service, were to be kept back from the front. '. 

In January, 1901, it was decided to send out all available Cavalry 
soldiers, and in some cases the age qualification was reduced to 
19t years.' No Infantry drafts were sent out during the first four 
months of 1901, but some sent in May included a certain number 
of mobilised reservists. In June the sending out of drafts was 
resumed, the age qualification being raised to ·20 years. 

In November, 1901, all available Cavalry soldiers were sent out. 
In April, 1902, the age qualification for both Cavalry and Infantry 
was again reduced to 19. 

Shortly after the War had lasted a year" the only available 
drafts were the men who, month by month, attained maturity, or 
those who had been invalided home and had recovered." 1 But 
"maturity," as shown above, varied from time to time, according 
to the needs of the Army. 

The average annual intake of recruits for each Cavalry regiment 
in South Africa during the three years of the War was about 200. 
It was considerably less for the Infantry. 

The Reserves were exhausted by the end of the first year of the 
War, and the wastage had to be made good by recruits as they 
attained a minimum standard, which, never high, was at times 
dangerously low. The year between 19 and 20 makes a great 
difference in the stamina of the young soldier. On the other hand, 
it should be pointed out that the number of recruits in the older age 
groups was greater during the War than in normal periods; older 
men were enlisting, so that the proportions of those who barely 
reached the minimum standard was smaller during the War than 
would have been the case under normal recruiting conditions. 

As regards the physical condition2 of the men of the Regular 
Army, the Cavalry and Artillery appear to have been good through
out. As to the Infantry, the average physique of the regiments 
was good as they first arrived in South Africa; this was in great 
measure due to the large proportion of Reservists that they con
tained. tater on, the physique of the drafts was not satisfactory, 
partly owing to their youth, but also to some extent owing to 
indifferent material. 

There seems to be little doubt that the minimum qualification 

I Appendix 5, Royal War Commission, p. 86. 
2 Vide p. 41, Report of Royal War Commission. 
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624 Medical History o/the South African War 

of 20 years of age and one year's service should invariably be 
insisted on. Of the two, the period of service would almost appear 
to be the more important, certainly, at least as regards town-bred 
recruits. The good and sufficient food with healthy surroundings 
and regular exercise, quite apart from the moral influence of the 
soldier's life, make a vast difference in the physical condition 
between the recruit on joining and the (partially) trained soldier of 
a year or more service. 

The Militia were, generally speaking, inferior to the Line. This 
was partly owing to the lower age limit-18 years of age. It was 
at first proposed to make the age limit 19, but this difference of a 
year would have made one-third of the men unavailable.1 

The Imperial Yeomanry2 went out in three contingents, the first, 
of about 10,000 men, early in 1900, the second, about 17,000, in the 
spring of 1901, and the third, about 7,000, in the winter of 1901-02. 

The age limits and physical standards were the same in all, 
20 to 35 years of age, and the measurements of the Regular Forces, 
the only relaxation as regards the medical examination being that, 

. in relation to the short term of their engagement, it was" sufficient 
that the candidate should be free from organic disease or other 
defect likely to prevent him doing his work during the duration of 
the present War." 3 

The physique of the first contingent was "excellent and far 
above that of the Regular Army." The second contingent were 
not so satisfactory in this respect: their examination was not 
carried out by the regular recruiting medical officers,4 and the third 
contingent contained a proportion of physically inefficient men, who 
should never have enlisted. 

The age qualifications for the Volunteers were the same as for 
the Imperial Yeomanry, and here too the same variation in the 
quality of the men w~s observed as in the Imperial Yeomanry (and 
indeed in the drafts for the Regulars); as time went on the propor
tion of inefficients who were sent out steadily increased in all three 
bodies. 

As regards the Colonial troops: the over-sea Colonial$ and the 
earlier regiments of South African Colonials were good. Later on 
a large proportion of the men enlisted in the South African Irregular 

I Report of Royal War Commission, p. 63. 
2 Ibid., pp. 70, &c., '99. 
3 Special Army Order, dated January 2nd, 1900. 
4 R.W.C., vol. i., 5384. 
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R. J. S. Simpson 625 

Forces were physically unfit for service, and only blocked the 
hospitals.1 

Under the ordinary conditions of military service during peace, 
a constant process of elimination of the less fit is going on; - the 
greater incidence of disease of all kinds on the young soldier in 
the earlier years of his service is of course familiar. Abroad, this 
process is accelerated by climatic disease, in which one may, for 
convenience of designation, include enteric fever and dysentery. 
During war, this elimination is more rapid owing to the greater 
stress and the more frequent opportunities for infection, but hereto
fore oui armies in the field have been composed mainly of units from 
whom the greater proportion of the unfit have been weeded by 
natural processes, and who were at least familiar with the ordinary 
details of camp-life, and accustomed to the restrictions necessitated 
by a life in common. In the late War, the conditions were very 
different: over half the field force was composed of the raw material 
of an army; in it no natural selection had taken place; the indi
viduals of which it was composed were without knowledge of 
a mode of life independent of civilisation, and in many cases 
impatient of restrictions, beneficial to themselves and their fellows, 
whose purport they did not understand. 

Hence it followed that the natural process of elimination, which 
nor!llally spreads over the first lustrum, accelerated by fatigue and 
privation, by exposure to a widespread infection, was compressed 
into the shorter period during which each body remained in the 
country. Such must be the case in all campaigns, but in none 
of which we ourselves have any experience has the proportion of 
the raw material to the finished article been so great. This 
difference must be remembered in considering the incidence of 
disease, and comparing it with that found in other campaigns. 

TiIE SANITARY ORGANISATION. 

(1) The Personnel. - The system in vogue at the beginning 
of the War, and indeed during the whole period, provided every 
Commanding Officer, of whatever degree, with a sanitary adviser, 
and the chain of responsIbility in sanitary matters ascended by 
links similar to those in command. But, as has been pointed 
out already, the initiative of the officers of the medical service 
was limited to recommendations; they had no executive powers, 

I Vide also Report on the Medical Arrangements, South African War, 
pp. 209 and 210. 
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626 ,Medical Hi.~tory of the South. African War 

which was fortunate in one way, as they possessed no staff to 
carry out their wishes. The only personnel provided for sani
tary work <was, so far as smaller matters were concerned, the 
regimental pioneers and their fatigue parties, while for more 
extensive operations the aid of the Royal Engineers had to be 
invoked. There was no general scheme for the purification, of 
water, although in individual units arrangements were made which 
acted well. The sanitary duties of the various officers, according to 
their degree, were laid down. in detail in the Regulations for the 
Army Medical Services for 'lS97 and 1900, which together covered 
the whole period of the War. Many of these duties, in the case of 
administrative officers, were carried out by deputy, but the final 
responsibility rested with the administrative officer, forming an 
important addition to his already onerous task, and rendering it 
impossible for him' to supervise both sides of his work in detail. 
Much of his work had, of necessity, to take priority; movements 
of troops, arrangements for the medical attendance of sick and 
the provision of accommodation for them, of personnel, medical 
and nursing, are all duties which come directly under the public 
eye. Preventive medicine is not so obvious in its immediate results, 
and hence when time only permits of one portion of the work being 
done, that portion of which the result can be seen by the least 
instructed is the more likely to be carried out, for no measures 
which may diminish future sickness will counterbalance any 
apparent neglect to provide for the immediate' comfort of those 
who have already fallen sick. The obvious remedy is to remove 
this responsibility for details on the sanitary side from the 
administrative medical officers, which has now been done. 

Further, many of the duties assigned by these regulations to 
the Principal Medical Officer of a division cannot be carried out in 
the field, for the very sufficient reason that the occupation of towns, 
of villages, of certain sites for camps, the discrimination between 
various sources of water supply and the like, are all matters so 
much dependent not only on the movements of our own troops, but 
of those of the enemy, that military necessities often render the 
occupation of certain places incumbent, whatever their sanitary 
defects. No doubt the words" military necessity" have in the 
past been used to cover want of foresight, errors in judgment or 
even absolute neglect of precautions that might have been taken, 
but even with this proviso, the fact remains that field sanitation 
must always he very much subject to the chances of war, as much 
determined by the enemy as by ourselves, and its area must be 
limited by the line of contact with the enemy. 
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R. J. S. Simpson 627 

It says much for the knowledge, energy and influence of the 
officers of the medical service that in the past a system so frag
mentary and incomplete should have attained the excellent results 
which it did. But the magnitude of the operations in South Africa, 
their duration, and above all the small proportion of the trained 
officers of the medical service, showed distinctly that such a system 
must be replaced by one more suited to modern requirements, where 
a certain personnel of all ranks of the medical service is definitely 
detailed for sanitary duties, and where every individual in the field, 
as far as he can, assists in the maintenance of proper conditions. 

(2) Equipment: (i.) Regimental.-The ordinary ordnance equip
ment of a unit 'included all the implements necessary for the pioneer 
work of the unit, including the making of latrine trenches, &c., and 

, also a number of camp kettles for cooking, which served for boiling 
the drinking water also when fuel was available. In the later stages 
of the War additional camp kettles were issued for this specific 
purpose. 

(ii.) For the Supply of Water: (a) Watel·-carts.-According to 
"War Establishments, 1898," water-carts were only allotted to the 
various supply columns of the Army Service Corps, and to the 
Bearer Companies and Field Hospitals, on th8 following scale; none 
were allotted to units :-

Cavalry Brigade Supply Column 
Infantry Brigade Supply Column .. 
Divisional Supply Column .. 
Corps Troops Supply Column 
Bearer Company 
Field Hospital .. 

giving the following, totals for
Cavalry Brigade 
Infantry Brigade 
Infantry Division 
Army Corps 

No. 
1 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 

3 
5 

., 13 

.. 50 

The following note is made concerning these water-carts: 
"A 5. Water-carts, forming part of the establishment of supply 
columns, are intended for general use. They will be distributed 
according to the orders of the General Officer Commanding. For 

'campaigns in hot countries, the number of water-carts will be 
increased if considered necessary." 

The number authorised at the onset of the South African War 
is given in the" Organisation and Details of Transport," Capetown, 
1899, which includes the following preliminary note on p. 5 :~ 
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628 Medical History of the South African War 

"(vii.) Water-carts.-Although water-carts have been allotted 
to different units it must be understood that they are available for 
general use 'in brigades, &c., as the General Officer in Command 
may direct." 

The'following is the scale tlien authorised :-

Cavalry Regiment .. 
" "Headquarters with Corps Troops 

Ammunition Column, Corps Troops 
" ,,')thers 

Royal Engineers, Field Company 
.. " Field Troop 

Mounted Infantry, Staff •• 
Infantry Battalion .. 
Army Service Corps Company, Corps Troops 
Supply Columns, Divisional 

Cavalry Brigade 
Infantry Brigade 
Auxiliary, L. of C. 

" " Supply Park •• 
Field Hospital, Corps Troops and Brigades 

" " 
others 

Bearer Company .. 

No. 
I 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

'2 
2 
1 
3 
4 
2 
2 
1 
1 

On the reorganisation of the transport, a new system was 
introduced (Army Order 4, of January 24th, 1900), and the new 
scale was authorised in Army Order 2, of January 29th, 1900, as 
follows :-

No. 
Each Cavalry Regiment 1 
Each Ammunition Column 1 
Mounted Infantry, each Regiment, or Colonials or Imperial 

Yeomanry, four Companies or Squadrons 1 
Royal Engineers, Bridging Troop 1 
Field Troop .. 1 
Field Company 1 
Infantry, each battalion 2 
Bearer Company 2 
Field Hospital 2 
Supply Column 2 

This scale remained in force till the end of the War, though the 
actual numbers provided varied with the local circumstances from 
time to time. 

(b) Water Eq1~ip1nent of the Royal Engineers.-This is given in 
'l'able 15, Equipment Regulations, Part n., Section 10, Engineer 
Details, as follows :-
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R. J. S. Simpson 

Troughs, water-pro?f, 600 gallons, Fi~ld'Troop 
" " "" Field Park .• 

Pumps, lift and force (to 60 feet), Field Troop 

" " " 
Field Park .. 

Tripod, Field Troop 
" Field Park 

" ,,' Field Company. _ 
Wells, I! inch, Bridging Battalion 

" " Field Park 
apparatus, driving, Bridging Battalion 

Field Park .. 

Xo. 
_. 3 
_. (l 

.. 1 
•. 2 
_. 3 
__ 3 

.. 1 

.. 1 

.• 4 
_ _ 1 

•• 2 

629 

In addition to this, the regulation equipment, a large quantity 
of material and machinery for use in connection with water supply 
was sent out from England in October, 1899, and further supplies 
were despatched throughout the campaign.1 

The "well, It inch," is the "Norton tube well," and it is 
designed to obtain water from a moderate depth. With an ordinary 
lift pump it is applicable where the water level is not more than 
28 feet from the surface; with the deep well pump and working' 
barrel, it is applicable where the water level is not more than 
80 feet from the surface. These wells cannot be driven through 
rock or large stones, but they have been driven through chalk and 
very hard beds of flint and gravel. Five men are required to drive 
the well quickly, and the rate of progress varies from 12 feet per 
hour in flinty chalk to 20 feet per hour in soft soil. The yield with 
a suction pump in good condition is up to ten gallons per minute 
from a depth of from 20 to 28 feet. But they are only effective 
where there is a good flow of water from the outside into the lower 
end of the pump; where the strata are very porous, e.g., in gravel 
and some sorts of chalk where water flows freely, the yield may be 
up to the capacity of the pump as given above, but in other soils, 
such as sandy loam, there may not be enough to supply the pump. 

The conditions in the area of operations were not favourable 
to the success of these appliances; the soil and subjacent strata 
are not suited for them, and the water is frequently at a lower level 
than that at which the pump is designed to work, or indeed at 
which a simple pump can work at such higher altitudes. 

A good deal was said about the neglect to put down boreholes 
at Paardeberg and elsewhere. Some bore holes had been made 
on the western line before this, and many were put down at later 
periods; all that need be said here is that the process is a long 

I Vide Appendices'of the Report of the Royal War Commission, pp. 206 to 209. 
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TABLE A.-COMPOSITION OF FIELD FORCE, SOUTH AFRICA. 

Sources from which Troops were drawn. 
N.C.Do's and Men. 

To 1.1.01 1.10.01 1.1.02 
81.12.00 to to to Totals 

30.9.01 31.12.01 81.5.02 
------------------_._----------- ---- -------------------------

Home. 
Regulars, Units .. .. .. 98,826 5,265 3,506 956 108,553 } 209,880 Regulars. Drafts .. .. 62,325 14,928 5,547 18,527 101,327 
Imperial Yeomanry, Units .. 9,713 16,553 625 6,751 33,642 } 34,124 Imperial Yeomanry. 

Drafts .. 482 .. .. .. 482 
Militia, Units .. .. .. 18,413 6,060 4,179 9,562 38,214 } 43,071 Militia. Drafts .. .. .. - 3,197 57 .. 1,603 4,857 
Volunteer Service Co.'s., Units .. 8,096 5,975 .. 2,446 16,517 

} Drafts .. 1,024 .. .. .. 1,024 19,208 Volunteers. C.l. Volunteers, Units .. .. 1,520 .. .. . . 1,520 
Drafts .. .. 147 .. .. .. 147 

Scottish Horse .. .. .. .. 225 221 371 817 817 Scottish Horse. 
S.A. Constabulary .. .. .. .. 5,767 1,109 380 7,256 7,256 S.A. Constabulary. 

--.--------------------- ------
203,743 54,830 15,187 40,596 314,356 314,356 -

India. ----- ----- --------- ------ ------
Regulars .. .. .. . . 7,403 .. 3,749 958 12,110 } 17,661 Regulars. Drafts .. .. .. .. .. ., 5,551 5,551 
Volunteers .. .. .. .. 289 .. .. . . 289 289 Volunteers. 

----------- ------------------
7,692 - 3,749 6,509 17,950 17,950 -. 

Oolonies. ----- ----- -----
Regulars .. .. . . .. 7,047 680 1,189 .. 8,916 8,916 Regulars. 
Colonial Contingents .. .. 10,773 6,337 .. 10,317 27,427 } 27,748 Colonial Contingents. Drafts .. .. .. " 321 . . .. 321 
Militia .. .. . . .. .. 804 .. . . 804 804 Militia. 
S.A. Constabulary (Canada) .. .. 1,209 . . .. 1,209 1,209 S.A. Constabulary. 

-------------------- ------._---
17,820 9,351 1,189 10,317 38,677 38,677 -

-------------- .•. ---- ------------
South African Colonials .. .. .. .. .. .. . . 50,090 Raised between 11.10.99 and 

30.4.01. Later numbers 
uncertain. 

Garrison, South Africa .. .. 9,622 .. .. .. 9,622 9,622 -
-----------------._--------._---- ----- ----------- -------------

Total .. .. 238,877 64,181 20,125 57,422 380,605 430,695 

Pages 61, 62'1 Page 69, 

I 
Page 73, Page 79, 

I I 
App. App. App. App. 

R.W.C. R.W.C. R.W.C. R.W.C. 

Note.-There are certain small differences in tbese totals as compared with those given in other tables of the Report of the R. w.e., 
but their aggregate amounts to leAS than 200 men, which may be neglected. • 
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Group 

--------------
Garrison, South Africa. •• .. 
Reinforcements, 1st .. .. 

" 
2nd .. .. 

Field Force .. .. .. 
Reinforcements,3rd .. .. 
5th Division .. .. .. 
Brigade Division, R.H. Artillery 
6th Division .. .. .. 
7th Division .. .. .. 
4th Cavalry Brigade .. .. 
Reinforcements from India .. 
4th Brigade Division, R.F. Arty. 
Militia for L. of C. .. .. 
Siege Train and Heavy Artillery 
With Units not included above 
Militia for L. of C. .. .. 
Reinforcements from Mediterra. 

nean 
8th Division .. .. .. 
C.I. Volunteers ... .. .. 
Volunteer Service Oo.'s .. 
Imperial Yeomanry .. .. 
Colonial Contingents, 1899, 1900 
--------------
Formed Units .. .. .. 
Drafts .. .. .. .. 

-----
Total .. .. 

TABLE B.-COMPOSITION OF FIELD FORCE, SOUTH AFRICA. 

Detail during First Year. 
N.C.O.' and Men. 

REGULARS 
Other Dates Militia Corps Colour 

Service Reserve Total 
----------------------- ---- ---

1.8.99 9,622 .. 9,622 .. .. 
20.9.99 1,744 .. 1,744 .. . . 

2 to 30.10.99 10,263 .. 10,263 .. .. 
27.10 to 29.12.99 26,492 20,589 47,081 .. .. 
8.12 to 14.12.99 2,030 1,311 3,341 .. .. 

15.12.99 to 10.1.00 5,252 4,612 9,864 .. .. 
10 to 25.1.00 514 220 734 .. .. 
7 to 21.1.00 5,101 3,476 8,577 .. .. 

23.1 to 11.2.00 4,4015 4,772 9,178 .. .. 
1 to 20.3.00 1,580 935 2,515 .. .. 

21.1 to 13.12.00 1,759 .. 1,759 .. .. 
12 to 24.2.00 1,058 1,~71 2,529 .. .. 

29.1 to 13.2.00 .. .. .. 4,877 .. 
26.12.99 to 3.5.00 1,539 611 2,150 .. .. .. .. .. 2,093 511 2,604 .. .. 

1.3 to 28.6.00 .. .. .. 13,536 .. 
20 to 25.3.00 1,192 930 2,122 .. .. 
3.4 to 10.5.00 5,296 3,519 8,815 .. .. 

} 29.1.00 .. .. .. .. 1,520 
to .. .. .. .. 8,096 

28.6.00 .. .. .. .. 9,713 .. .. .. .. .. .. . . 11,062 
-_._----- ------------. ---- ----

.. .. .. 79,941 42,957 122,898 18,413 30,391 

.. .. .. 30,897 18,414 49,311 3,197 1,653 
13,014* 13,014 

---------.. .. .. 110,838 74,385 185,223 21,610 32,0 4.4 

The total strengths are from Appendix 4, R. W.C. 
The details from Appendix 8, R.W.C. 

Grand 
total Remarks 

.------
9,622 -
1,744 954 Gibraltar, 790 Home. 

10,263 Home, Iudia, and Medi· 
terranean. 

47,081 -
3,341 -
9,864 -

734 -
8,577 No Section" D." 
9,178 Included Section" D." 
2,515 -
1,759 Not included in 

dix 8, R.W.C. 
Appen. 

2,529 -
4,877 -.-
2,150 -
2,604 -

13,536 -
2,122 -
8,815 -
1,520 -
8,096 -
9,713 -

11,062 -
-----
171,702 -
54,161 -
13,014 • Militia. Reserve. 

Reserves not embarked 
after September, 1900. 

----------------
238,877 -
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one, and the result, both immediate and remote, somewhat prob
lematical. This question will be considered in detail later. 

(c) Filters.-Filters have not formed a part of the normal equip
ment of a regimental unit on field service, mainly on account of 
the difficulty of obtaining a good pattern. Various patterns have 
been issued at different times, but none have been satisfactory.' 
For the late War it was proposed to issue the" Berkefeld "filter, 
one to each company or similar unit of 100 men. 0w:ing to 
difficulties in the supply of the large number required, this standard 
could not be maintained and many of the regimental and other 
units landed without these filters. The supply was increased later, 
and in addition a similar. filter of a somewhat- different pattern 
(Messrs. Slack and Brownlow's) was issued to some units. The 
practical employment of these filters will be dealt with later. 

(iii.) Disinjectants,l- The following were held ~on charge by 
the Army Service Corps for issue "when available and certified as 
necessary. " 

" For every 1,000 British troops per day :-

Carbolic acid powder 
Chloride of lime .. 
McDougall's disinfectant powder 
Izal .. 

.. lb. i 

.. Ibs.2 

.. lb. 1 
. gallon-} 

"Medical officers will be careful to adhere to these scales as far as 
possible." 2 

In addition the Army Service Corps obtained perchloride of 
mercury or crude carbolic acid for disinfecting purposes when 

. required. 
These supplies were almost always available in sufficient 

quantity. 
(iv.) HospitaZ.-Two Thresh's steam disinfectors were sent out 

at the beginning of the campaign (in November, 1899), of which one 
was destined for No. 1 General Hospital at Wynberg, while the 

, other was ,sent tb Natal. The number of these was; steadily in
creased during the campaign, when each, general hospital (and 
most of the stationary hospitals) was provided with one. 

(v.) These details refer only to the organization and equipment 
of the field force as despatched from England . 

. (To be continued). 

I P. 385, Report on the Medical Arrangements. 
, Army Standing Orders, with Army Order 4 of 'November:6th, 1899, and con~ 

tinued to April 1st, 1902. 
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